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What we are going to present…
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Summary of the bilateral workshop by SNCF Réseau and DB Netz
1.

Topic for discussion/decision in the
Plenary
Definition of the various roles existing in 
the TAF/TAP documents

2.

Topics too complex for discussion in 
the Plenary
Various matters need attention to make
TAF/TAP work

3.

Proposal and open question for our future collaboration across Europe
4.
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Numerous open issues were covered in a SNCF Réseau –
DB Netz workshop
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SNCF Réseau and DB Netz met for a bilateral workshop on TAF/TAP in Frankfurt in March

� Three days
� 17 topics

� 15 experts in total

Topics covered

1. Definition of the roles in the TAF/P framework

2. Requirement of different train objects for variants of 
a train run in planning phase

3. Concept of "soft deletion"
4. Concept of "train path"

5. Determination of the correct start date of a train

6. Link between Planning and Operational objects
7. Diagram on PathRequest in Sector Handbook

8. PathAlteration / PathModification in Sector 
Handbook (chapters 12.8.5 and 12.8.6)

9. Further comments to the Sector Handbook

10.Questions concerning planning phase by SNCF 
Réseau

11.Solution of Train journeys with intermediate part in 
a foreign network

12.Multiple stops at the same stations on the same 
train run

13.Serious Game

14.TrainComposition message (TCM)

15.Business Cases Operations – Assigning of a 
TrainID by the IM

16.Business Cases Operations – Running a previously 
not planned train in operations

17.Business Cases Operations - Rerouting

What?

Who?

1.
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There are three partners for the IM in TAF/TAP message
exchange
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2.

Lead RU

Responsible
Applicant xsdincluded in used in

Sector handbook

Mostly only the
generic term „RU“ 
is used; only in a 

few cases all 
three terms are

used and 
particular rules

described
Responsible

RU

Currently the following features are shared by all three 
terms:
� Respective element in the xsd contains a 

CompanyCode
� Usage is not in all messages mandatory

Commonalities

� Terms are partially defined in the legal text and Sector 
Handbook. A clear definition however is not available

� TAF legal text defines Lead RU = Responsible RU (?)

� Term “Contracted RU” from glossary does not exist in 
xsd

Critical issues
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Lead RU is especially important for the communication 
RU/RU and to the customer
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� TAF legal text : "The LRU is the single point of contact for the customer. If more than one railway undertaking is involved in 
the transport chain, the LRU is also responsible for the co-ordination with the other railway undertakings.“

� TAP legal text : not defined.
� TAP (summary of SH*): Responsibility is normally limited to planning and coordination between the involved RU. Not 

responsible for the whole process and journey 
� TAF (summary of SH & glossary): If indicated responsible for whole journey and single point of contact for customer. Takes 

responsibility for the whole traffic (not to be mistaken for the role “Responsible RU”)

Available
definitions

Lead RU

� Plans, harmonises and coordinates traffic service and train journey with other invovled RU 
� Interaction between Lead RU and the other RUs according to the legal requirements (COTIF, GCU, etc.)
� Creates train object and ID
� Element in xsd is valid for the whole train‘s journey and not associated to a specific journey section

Tasks

� Inconsistent in TAF and TAP
� Tasks and rights not clearly defined
� Unclear if the Lead RU can request a path for a section outside of its own operational range

Problems

� Definition to be consistent in TAF and TAP
� Usage only in preplanning phases for harmonisation and coordination of a service

Proposal

2.

* Sector Handbook
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Tasks of the Responsible Applicant remain unclear, it
should be the contracting party
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� TAF legal text : "A licensed railway undertaking and/or an international grouping of railway undertakings, and, in Member 
States  which provide for such a possibility, other persons and/or legal entities with public service or commercial interest in 
procuring infrastructure capacity, such as public authorities under Council Regulation (EEC) No 1191/69 (1) and shippers, 
freight forwarders and combined transport operators, for the operation of railway service on their respective territories.”

� Term “Applicant” is mentioned in TAF TSI regulation, but not as contractor or booking party
� No usable definition in Sector Handbook

Responsible Applicant

� Requests paths for planned trains (more than one Responsible Applicant on the train’s journey possible)
� Creates PathRequest object and ID
� Element in xsd is associated to a location of the train’s or allocated/booked path’s route and valid on the following section

� Tasks and rights not clearly defined
� Unclear if the Responsible Applicant is the one and only partner/contractor for the IM for all legal and commercial issues 

concerning the path in planning and operation (and pays for the path)

Problems

� Applicant and contractor (single point of contact for IM for path contract in entire planning and operation process)
� Mandatory element
� If more than one Responsible Applicant is involved, each has to send an own PathRequest for the respective section
� “Contractor” could be a better name

Proposal

2.

Available
definitions

Tasks
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The responsible RU is the sole partner for the IM for TAF/P 
message exchange in operations
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� TAF/P (summary of SH*): No usable definition in SH. For the occurrences in the text, it remains unclear whether the role 
“Responsible RU” is meant or an RU, which is responsible of a certain task.

� TAF/P (xsd): Responsible for the physical operation of the train or wagon

� Run the train on a section or the whole journey (more than one Responsible RU on the train’s journey possible)
� Element in xsd is associated to a location of the train’s or allocated/booked path’s route and valid on the following section
� RU for message exchange with IM in operation (TRInfo, TCM, etc.)

� Term can be misleading in the SH text
� Tasks and rights not clearly defined
� Unclear if Responsible RU books the path

Problems

� To be used for the RU responsible of train run in operation (could be same company as the Responsible Applicant)
� Cannot request, confirm, modify or cancel a path in planning
� Mandatory element (also if the Responsible Applicant runs the train itself)
� A possible subcontractor does not need to be indicated (SH p.64)

Proposal

2.

* Sector Handbook

Responsible RU

Available
definitions

Tasks
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IM exchange messages with Responsible Applicant and 
Responsible RU
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2.

Lead RU Responsible 
Applicant
(Contractor)

Responsible 
RU
(responsible 
for train run)

Harmonisation/Coordination R No RU/IM message exchange

Path request R

Path allocation/confirmation/ booking R

Path cancellation R

Path modification in planning R

Path alteration in planning R

Path modification in operations I R If IM allows modification in operations phase

Path alteration in operations I R If IM allows alteration in operations phase

Operations messages RU > IM I R

Operations messages IM > RU I R

Commercial issues R No RU/IM message exchange

R = responsible for process step and RU/IM message exchange

I = involved. To be informed by responsible actor („R“)

IM may send messages to more then one recipient but only „R“ is mandatory.
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Next tasks
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2.

1. Clarification of the roles: Definition of the tasks for the 3 roles and assignment of process steps messages

2. Alignment of TAF and TAP: No differences between TAF and TAP text

3. Adaption of Sector Handbook and Annexes: If possible „RU“ alone should not be used, only the agreed terms
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Numerous complex issues need to be adressed on the
European level to make TAF/TAP work
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Describtion of the train object in the PathRequest message
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3.

� Each change to the object requires a 
new ID for Train and PathRequest
message because the ID itself must be 
unique without relying on further 
information to meet that requirement.

� Does the TrainInformation contain only 
an overview of the train’s journey or 
also details on the individual IM’s 
networks?

� Does the PathInformation represent a 
part of the TrainInformation (and 
consequently is a part of the train 
object)?

� Is the calendar object in the 
TrainInformation the calendar of the 
whole train object?

� Is the calendar object in the 
PathInformation the calendar of the 
PathRequest message?

Questions/open issues

Additional information > Just for a glimpse, not to be presented in detail or discussed
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Proposal for the usage of the IDs for Train and PathRequest
in the planning process
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3.Additional information > Just for a glimpse, not to be presented in detail or discussed
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A procedure to handle open issues is needed
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4.

How can complex topics 
be handled quickly and 

efficiently on a European 
level???

Open issue

Page for topic is created in CMS1.

Discussions on CMS as preparation for 
treatment by a small a group of experts

2.

Treatment of the issue by a small group of 
experts (life meeting, WebCo, etc.)

3.

Discussion by all on the findings and proposals 
of the small group on the CMS page

4.

If necessary: Adjustment of the poposal by the 
small group

5.

Decision by the responsible TEG(s)6.

Proposal by SNCF Réseau and DB Netz
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Thank you for your attention
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